Meander through, a field of Red.  
A market place, a flower field.  
History rich, community.  
Planting an endless unity.

The individual craft spread.  
Urban fabric, communal thread.  
Create a new ecology.  
Meander through…

Field of Red, not to be misread.  
Local identity, urban spread.  
Diverse in opportunity.  
A marketplace for all to be.  
Program crafted to be disspread.  
Meander through…

Follow the ghost of John McGree as he reimagines a plan for his home city of Guelph!

Using his time mystical bully John is able to peek back in time...When he opens a window to historical Guelph he is in for a surprise that radically changes how he sees Guelph!
Hey everyone...
Happy to see you all...
How about we go back to Guelph and say hello to everyone!

Yikes!

POOF!

Who do you think you are?! We're out of here, let's go boys!

Yes Sir Lieutenant! I'm on.

I'll use the 529 to wrangle up as many Guelphians as I can.

Without knowing it, John McCrae opened several time bulbs at once! Although he only tried to open one window in time, there was so much history embedded into the site that all of these historical figures erupted at once!

Overwhelmed, John tried to take control of the chaos. With some quick thinking and using his rank, McCrae tried to remind these figures where they came from.

Unimpressed with McCrae's charade, the soldiers eagerly tried to escape their time!
Pixelize em Chief!

If those soldiers don't want to go back home I'll just have to plant them back into the site!
Meanwhile...

Overnight, as the poppies bloom... the planted pixelizations of the embodied soldier's spirits emerge and populate the field!

I feel so alive!

woo hoo!

Let's party like it's 1882!
Can we go?

WOW!

The shade feels so nice!

It's warm under here!

Radiant heating
Mom, I love this place! I hope it's never out of season!